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� ESD is a new technique used for coating thin cathode layers on GDC electrolyte.

� The effect of electrospraying parameters on LSCF cathode layer microstructure is studied.

� A new type of solvent couple (mixture of ethylene glycol & 2-butoxyethanol) is employed.

� Cathode layer with desirable stoichiometric ratio of LSCF was achieved.

� Encouraging results were obtained in EIS measurements (i.e., 0.82 U cm2).
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Intermediate temperature solid oxide fuel cells (IT-SOFC) require an effectively functioning

cathode layer whose performance depends largely on their microstructures. Improved

electrochemical performance of the cathode layer can be possible by tailoring the micro-

structure to ensure that both the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) occurs fast along the

triple-phase boundaries (TPB) and the diffusion pathway is short enough for fast ion

diffusion through the cathode layer. Electro spray deposition (ESD) method is a low-cost

deposition method which allows the optimization of microstructure by changing the

spraying parameters. In this study, gadolinium doped ceria (GDC) electrolyte layer is

deposited with La1-xSrxCo1-yFeyO3-d (LSCF) derived from polymeric precursor salts, sym-

metrically. As a solvent couple, 2-butoxyethanol and ethylene glycol are used instead of

the conventional solvent couples frequently employed in the literature. The use of the new

type of solvents in the precursor solution leads to promising results on modifying the

microstructure of the deposited layer. The effect of electrospraying parameters on the cell

performance was also studied. Promising results were obtained as measured by impedance

spectroscopy when this new solvent couple was employed.

© 2020 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are clean energy sources which

provide clean electricity by converting chemical energy into
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electrical energy without burning [1,2]. Despite this critical

advantage, it is still not yet fully commercialized because of

the excessive cost of components used at high operating

temperatures (i.e., 800e1000 �C) [3]. Reduction of the operating
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temperature to 500e700 �C has been proposed to save on the

cost of materials and components resulting in a new type of

SOFCs called Intermediate-Temperature (IT-SOFC) [4]. Be-

sides, start-up and shut-down processes are significantly

shortened, which is crucial for portable device applications [5].

Although there are several advantages derived from lowered

operating temperature, there is a drawback in electrochemical

performance, resulting mainly from compromised electro-

chemical properties of the traditional electrolyte (e.g., Yttria

Stabilized Zirconia-YSZ) and cathode (e.g., Lathanium Stron-

tiumManganese-LSM) layers [6]. Great effort has been devoted

to find some strategies to compensate for this performance

drop [7]. One of the first proposed strategies was to replace the

traditionalmaterialswith new candidatematerials that do not

suffer from loss of electrochemical performance in the low

temperature range (i.e., 500e700 �C). Mixed ion-electron

conductor (MIEC) perovskite oxides have been selected as

potential cathodes (i.e., La1-xSrxCo1-yFeyO3-d-LSCF) instead of

their traditional counterpart (i.e., LSM) which only exhibit

electronic conductivity with negligible ionic conductivity

[8e10]. MIECs can also enlarge the triple phase boundaries

(TPB) of catalytic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) area [8e12].

New electrolyte materials were also a necessity due to slug-

gish ionic conductivity of YSZ in the new low temperature

range. Gadolinium doped ceria (GDC) was proposed as an

alternative electrolytematerial of YSZ since GDC is chemically

and physically compatible with LSCF [13,14].

Since performance of SOFC is mostly limited by the per-

formance of the cathode layer, selection of both the cathode

material and its microstructure is vital [15]. It is known that

the formation process of the cathode layers directly effects the

resultingmicrostructure and performance of the cell [15,16]. It

is not uncommon to obtain different electrochemical proper-

ties after different formation techniques are applied to the

same material [15,17,18]. There are different techniques

(chemical, physical and other) to form cathode layers of SOFCs

[13,17,19]. Chemical methods include i) Chemical Vapor

Deposition (CVD), which is based on adsorption of gaseous

species onto the substrate [20,21], and ii) formation of thin

films via precursor solution by thermal treatment onto the

substrate like atomic layer deposition (ALD) [19]. Physical

methods are classified as i) Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD)

which involves different types of sputtering methods like

radio-frequency and magnetron sputtering [22], ii) laser

deposition methods such as Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD)

which leads to the formation of desired film on a substrate via

vaporization by laser beams [23e25]. Finally, other methods

are screen printing, tape casting which helps deposit a

ceramic slurry on a ceramic substrate through open mesh

and/or doctor blade, respectively [26,27]. Besides, spin and dip

coating techniques are quite common techniques [28]. These

techniques are mostly based onmetal-organic decomposition

for the formation of cathode films via decomposition of a

chemical solution containing precursor salts upon heating.

These precursor solutions may be used in dipping, spinning,

or brush painting [19]. All these techniques have advantages

and disadvantages. One of the most important drawbacks in

chemical and physical methods is the necessity to use

expensive types of equipment. Although, other ceramic pro-

cessing methods are relatively cheaper; ceramic methods
require mostly extensive labor work and careful work to

control ceramic slurries [17,29]. To overcome this problem,

Electrospray Deposition (also known as electrostatic deposi-

tion or electrostatic atomization of liquids or simply ESD)

method is proposed as a low-cost, fast, and facile method

[15,30e32]. Even though electro-spraying was invented earlier

in the last century and has been used in painting industry due

to its high deposition efficiency [33e36], it has also been

employed for the formation of thin/thick films from aerosols

which are used in a wide variety of fields [17,37e39]. Electro-

static atomization of liquids has been used in many different

fields of industry for many years. However, these techniques

are now used for the formation of functional metal oxide

layers in SOFCs (i.e., LaCoO3, LSCF, YSZ, GDC, etc.), solar cell

perovskites, solid-state lithium-ion batteries (i.e., LiCoO2,

LiMn2O4, Li3PO4, SnO2eMnO2) and chemical sensors

[17,19,30e43].

There are several advantages of these techniques as i)

simple and low-cost setup without any vacuum system ii) a

wide variety of low-cost precursor solutions, iii) relatively

large film growth rate, iv) ambient atmosphere operation, v)

control of the morphology of deposited layers, vi) control of

the stoichiometry in precursor solutions and deposited layers

[17,40,42,44]. The deposited layers may either be dense or

porous compared to other expensive control techniques such

as sol-gel, CVD, RF sputtering, injection-LPCVD [40,45,46], and

vii) applied in various fields [17].

ESD involves the use of a precursor solutionwhich is blown

through a nozzle by the help of a syringe pump, that turns into

an aerosol under high voltage maintained between the nozzle

and the target. On its way to the heated target (electrolyte

pellet), this aerosol rapidly evaporates and strikes the surface

at high velocity [46]. Because of the nano-dimensions, they

quickly decompose and form the mixed oxide layer at the

surface of the electrolyte. A porous cathode layer forms in a

“coral” structure, which is highly desirable for efficient ORR

[30]. There are several parameters that affect the quality of

spraying (i.e., flow rate, exposure time, substrate temperature,

the value of high voltage, the distance between needle and

substrate). When the deposition parameters are controlled

well, the desiredmicrostructure can be formed on the cathode

layer which may bring about improvements in the electro-

chemical performance [15]. In this study, some of these pa-

rameters were investigated to find out an optimum

microstructure for best SOFC performance. In the literature,

the precursor solution used for ESD is mostly prepared by

using ethanol and butyl carbitol solvent couple

[15,17,18,30e32,37,40]. This solvent acts as a carrier agent to

supply the necessary ions to form the mixed oxide cathode

layer in the precalculated stoichiometric proportions. Princi-

valle [47] indicated that this solvent couple had a greater effect

on surface tension and the density of a precursor solution

[48,49]. In this study, a different solution is tested for the first

time in the literature. Composed of 2-butoxyethanol and

ethylene glycol, this new solution is known to exhibit better

capillary action properties into the pores due to inherent

wetting properties. These solvents are ethylene glycol and 2-

butoxyethanol which are the same solvents used for prepar-

ing the infiltration solution as can be seen in previous studies

of the authors [50e52]. Further, the effect of the use of this
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new solvent is discussed by looking into how it affects the

resulting cathode layer coating micro-structure. In the recent

years, some significant and promising results were achieved

via methods which used polymeric precursor method with

this solvent couple [50,52]. Therefore, it is well worth to

investigate this solvent couple, whether it can be successfully

used in ESD. To the best of our knowledge, these solvents have

not been comparatively studied before.

Microstructures of prepared samples were investigated

with Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Energy Dispersive

X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) analysis was used to find out the

elemental distribution in the coated cathode layer. This study

is focused on experimental control of the morphology of the

deposition layer by varying the deposition parameters.

Selected samples were investigated by Electrochemical

Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) method to characterize the

electrochemical performance of symmetrical cells.
Experimental set-up and procedure

10 mol % gadolinium-doped ceria (denoted as GDC,

Ce0.9Gd0.1O3, PRAXAIR >99.9%) was used for preparing the

electrolyte substrate discs. The powder with a specific surface

area of 6.5 m2/g was pressed in cylindrical stainless steel die

(15 mm diameter) by uniaxial pressing (Carver Hydraulic

Press, Wabash, IN, USA) using 180 MPa of pressure. These

pellets were used as electrolyte layers to be coated by ESD and

tested in a symmetrical cell configuration. In order to obtain

gas-tight electrolytes, the pellets needed to be almost

completely dense, so they were fired in an electrically heated

laboratory kiln (Nabertherm LHT 02/17, Germany) at 1400 �C
for 8 h soaking time at a heating/cooling rate of 3

�
C/min.

ESD process requires the use of a precursor solution to be

deposited on the electrolyte to constitute the cathode layer via

pyrolysis of the same solution. Hence, LSCF polymeric pre-

cursor must contain stoichiometric amounts of the constitu-

ent cations. Lanthanum (III) nitrate hexahydrate (ALFA-AESAR

>99.99%), strontium chloride hexahydrate (ALFA-AESAR

>99%), cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate (ALFA-AESAR >97.7%
min), iron (III) nitrate nonahydrate (ALFA-AESAR >99.99%)

salts were mixed in deionized water and ethylene glycol at a

molar ratio that will eventually produce the La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8-
Fe0.2O3 stoichiometry. The total concentration of the cation

ratio to the solution was fixed to 0.02 M. Then, it was stirred at

80 �C until polymerization took place, and water evaporation

process was finished. Finally, the solution was diluted with 2-

butoxyethanol to reduce the surface tension of the polymeric

precursor solution. Hence, the wetting properties of resultant

solutions were enhanced. Further details of the process are

given elsewhere [50e52]. These solvent couples were chosen

based on the experiences of the authors in previous studies

[50e52].

A vertical electrospray deposition (ESD) set-up was

designed in house by the authors (Fig. 1). The precursor so-

lutionwas pumped by a syringe pump at a controlled flow rate

(New Era NE-1000). The solution was passed through a

metallic needle (i.e., hypodermic needle). Tip of hypodermic

needle is available in an angle-cut shape, so by the help of a

Dremel Tool needle tipwas cut to obtain a blunt tip to enhance
spraying conditions. The outer diameter of needle was

0.50 mm. A high voltage power supply (PlusElectronic 3000

High Voltage Supply, Turkey) was used to ensure that high

voltage is applied between the needle (also called as nozzle or

capillary) and the target metal plate. The solution was atom-

ized into an aerosol owing to the high applied voltage between

the tip of the needle and the substrate. Vertical design was

necessary to avoid gravitational forces which might have

complicated the deposition quality. The round electrolyte

pellet specimen (substrate) was seated on a 10 mm diameter

hole in the center of the aluminum plate. The working dis-

tance between the needle and the substrate were varied be-

tween 23 and 28 mm. A positive high voltage was chosen in

the range of 7e15 kV by a DC high voltage power supply. The

tip of the needle was monitored with a camera to observe the

spraying modes. Substrate temperature was maintained be-

tween 300 and 400 �C by an electrical resistance heater which

was connected to a programmable controller (Eurotherm

Controller, 2216e). Heating was necessary to ensure that the

solvents inside the polymeric precursor have completely

evaporated and remaining cations deposited as films on pore

surfaces. As a final factor, deposition timewas varied between

30 and 90 min. In order to prepare a symmetrical cell, both

sides of electrolytes were coated with the same conditions.

After the deposition process was finished, samples were

annealed at 700 �C for 2 in an electrically heated laboratory

kiln (Nabertherm LHT 02/17, Germany) for the crystallization

process in the ambient atmosphere. Heating and cooling rates

were also chosen as 3 �C/min.

In order to find out the ability of the ESD method, both

microstructural and compositional analysis were performed

by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, Philips XL 30S FEG)

utilizing secondary electron (SE) imaging on cross-sections of

the samples. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was

used for elemental analysis. Crystal structureswere examined

by x-ray diffraction (XRD, Panalytical X-Pert Pro). Cu Ka radi-

ation was selected as the x-ray source.

In order to investigate the electrochemical performances of

coated samples, an in-house Ag paste was brush-painted onto

both sides of electrodes. Polarization resistance behaviours of

cathode samples were measured by using Methrohm (Auto-

lab) potentiostat in the ambient atmosphere in the range of

500e700 �C. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

(EIS) was performed in a typical frequency range of 1 MHz-

0.01 Hzwith a 15mV excitation amplitude. Themeasured data

were fitted by using Autolab Nova 2.1 software.
Results and discussions

As this study was aimed at investigating the suitability of the

use of polymeric precursor solutions in coating a cathode

layer on a GDC substrate using ESD process, process param-

eters of ESD were important. If successfully coated, how the

experimental conditions would effect the structure of the

coated LSCF layers was the main research question in the

present study. The present work is focussed on investigating

the effects of solvent couple, prepared by ethylene glycol (EtGl)

and 2-Butoxyethanol (2-BuEt) used in precursor solution on

the microstructural and electrochemical properties of Electro

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.02.194
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Fig. 1 e Sketch of the ESD set-up. Electrolyte specimen (substrate) sits upside down on the heatedmetal plate on which there

is a 10 mm diameter hole. Potential difference between the heated metal plate and the needle draws the solution onto the

target ceramic specimen.
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Spray Deposited (ESD) LSCF cathode films on dense GDC

electrolyte.

ESD process may be divided into three main parts: the at-

omization of polymeric precursor solution, transport of the

charged droplets and formation of coating on substrate.

Sprayingmode directly effects these three parts. Adjusting the

flow rates, applied voltage and distance between needle and

substrate directly affects the capillary needle as cone-jet,

multi-jet or dripping mode since the jet breaks up forming

droplet clouds. The test results indicated that spraying

strongly depended on the applied voltage. While voltages

lower than 7 kV failed to form aerosol particles, increasing

voltage rapidly brought about workable spraying modes (i.e.,

dripping or cone-jet mode). Owing to changes in voltage the

spray modes varied from dripping mode (dripped drop by

drop) to cone-jet mode and a further increase lead to transi-

tion of spraying mode from cone-jet to multi-jet which lead to

segregated coating regions. Successful results were obtained

in cone-jet mode. The continuous cone-jet (or multi-jet
Fig. 2 e Formation of Taylor-Cone at the tip of needle.

Notice the well-developed spray like a cloud.
modes) was the most suitable mode for a homogenous fine

well-dispersed coating (Fig. 2).

Studied samples coated by EDS are listed in Table 1 with

their deposition conditions like distance between tip of needle

and substrate, flow rate of solution, sample temperature as

controlled by the heating controller, and applied voltage. In

each experiment, only one parameter was varied while all

other factors were kept constant.

Fig. 3 depicts the surface morphology of LSCF layer which

was deposited at a flow rate of 1 ml/h and 350 �C with 7 kV

potential difference with working distance of 15 mm (Sample

1). Dripping mode of spraying meant that solution droplets

reached the surface without much evaporation during flight

whilemost of the evaporation took place on the surface hence

leading to cracked, non-homogenous films (Fig. 3a). When,

however, the applied voltage was increased to 11 kV, a more

homogeneous coating was obtained in cone-jet mode (Sample

2). Other conditions (i.e., surface temperature, working dis-

tance and the flow rate) were, of course, kept the same

(Fig. 3b). As shown in Fig. 3b, dripping mode leads to a segre-

gated coating layer which is not acceptable. Sprayed droplets

apparently travelled between the nozzle tip and the target

without control which brought about cracks and hence non-
Table 1 e Summary of the Electro-Spray Deposition
experimental conditions for investigated samples.
Sample codes and the corresponding test conditions are
listed.

Sample
Code

Working
Distance (mm)

Flow Rate
(ml/h)

Sample
Temp (�C)

Voltage
(kV)

1 15 1 350 7

2 15 1 350 11

3 23 0.35 350 11

4 23 0.35 400 11

5 23 0.5 400 11

6 23 0.5 400 15

7 28 0.5 400 15

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.02.194
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Fig. 3 e Surface morphologies of the LSCF layer on the GDC substrate (a) Sample 1 (deposited in dripping mode) and (b)

Sample 2 (deposited in cone-jet mode) shows the surface.
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homogenous surfaces. In order to assure consistent flow of

charged droplets, a cone-jet mode is required which can be

accomplished by increasing the applied voltage. Conse-

quently, once the voltage was raised, a better-dispersed

coating was obtained. From this point on at least 11 kV

voltage was applied for other samples.

In order to obtain a more homogenous surface, the flow

rate was reduced to 0.35 ml/h and working distance between

the needle and the surface was increased to 23 mm to reduce

the droplet size. To obtain a stable cone-jet mode, 11 kV was

required (e.g., as shown in Fig. 4a for sample 3). After the best

solution flow rate, deposition time and working distance were

identified, the effect of substrate temperature was investi-

gated. Uniformity of the cross-section of the deposited layers

were investigated and it is seen that the distribution of par-

ticle sizes was not satisfactory. This semi-porous type coating

was probably related with the substrate temperature which

was 350 �C. This temperature was not enough to evaporate

solvents in precursor solution during flight. Therefore, some

reticulations and irregular networks were observed. Hence,

the surface temperature was increased to 400 �C in order to

ensure homogeneity with a thicker cathode layer (Sample 4-

Fig. 4b). This temperature leads to increased evaporation rate,

resulting in smaller droplets as mentioned by other studies

[15,31,32,49].

A test involved the effect of flow rate as shown in Fig. 5.

Coral structure with nano-porosity was observed in Sample 4

(Fig. 5a). This type of structure is useful in cathodes since it

can offer more surface area for oxygen reduction. The way
Fig. 4 e Cross sectional views of coated electrolyte. Top half of

morphologies of LSCF layers as deposited on GDC electrolyte. (a
this structure develops may perhaps be explained by the

successful access of droplets to the hot surface in such a way

to cover the surface homogeneously, without large gaps. It is

clearly seen that increasing the flow rate from 0.35 to 0.5 ml/h

had little effect on degrading homogeneity and lead to

repeated spraying and baking. This eventually leads to

agglomeration (Sample 5-Fig. 5b). Increasing the flow rate at

fixed potential difference, substrate temperature and working

distance brought about enlarged size of droplets which indi-

cated arrival of charged particles landing on the hot substrate

surface since theywere still partially wet. Eventually, that lead

to some agglomeration as also reported by other groups

[32,53,54].

As a final attempt, the distance between needle and sub-

strate was further increased (Fig. 6) to find out higher porosity.

However, on the surface, smaller particles are observed in

Sample 7 (Fig. 6b) with large macro-cracks. Analysis of Sam-

ples 6 and 7 revealed the influence of working distance at the

highest voltage. Further increasing of working distance (from

23 to 28 mm) with high voltage (15 kV) caused more distant

pathway for flight. During the relatively long flight, solvent

couple prematurely evaporated which lead to solidification of

particles that tended to overlap during deposition. This phe-

nomenon is also reported as preferential landing effect (in the

literature) which occurred via electrostatic attraction between

substrate surface and charged droplets [15]. Sample 6 had

cracks between the agglomerated areas, but Sample 7 had

higher macro-cracks between denser deposited areas. This

was possibly due to evaporation occurring in an uneven
image shows the LSCF coating and GDC substrate. Surface

) Sample 3 and (b) sample 4.
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Fig. 5 e Surface morphologies of LSCF coating layers as deposited on GDC electrolyte. (a) Sample 4, and (b) Sample 5. Nozzle

to substrate distance was 23 mm and 11 kV voltage was applied while the ceramic electrolyte specimen was heated at

400 �C.

Fig. 6 e Surface morphologies of LSCF layers as deposited on GDC electrolyte. (a) Sample 6 and (b) sample 7.
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manner and particles being overlapped. High voltage and

large working distance lead to this macro-cracking due to

almost complete solidification during the flight (Sample 7).

This is also observed by other groups who observed that

increasing the voltage and the working distance had the same

kind of effects [15,54,55].

Evaporation of the new solvent couple is expected to be

faster (boiling points of ethylene glycol and 2-butoxyethanol

are 198 and 171 �C, respectively) [56] than conventional sol-

vent couple (boiling points of ethanol and butyl carbitol are 78

and 230 �C, respectively). Hence, charged droplets are atom-

ized faster since solution is decomposed faster. Evaporation of

the solvent during flight occurs before landing on hot surface.

For this reason, a powder-like agglomeration of tiny particles

was observed in these samples except for Sample 4. Therefore,

a more-detailed follow-up study of the investigation of ESD

parameters is on-going.

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analyses over

the surface of coated samples were performed to track the

variation of elemental concentration within the deposited

layer. Different coating layer morphologies were obtained by

varying the spraying parameters but using the same poly-

meric precursor solutions to yield the exact stoichiometries of

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3-d for all samples. Only two of them are

reported here for the sake of brevity. Reported samples were

prepared using exactly the same precursor solution. Fig. 7

indicates the changes in the elemental percentages in the

deposited layer in two different samples. It is an evidence that
the polymeric precursor solution is successful to achieve the

formation of homogenous particles at nanoscale. Besides,

although microstructure was changed, no significant compo-

sitional change was observed. Notice that, both samples were

annealed at 700 �C after the deposition process was finished.

Same kind of result is shown in other ESD studies in the

literature [42]. Justification for the choice of these two samples

lies in the fact that Sample 7 had large macrocracks and

agglomerated areas which were quite dense. On the other

hand, Sample 4 had a homogenously distributed layer with

porous (coral) microstructure which is known in the literature

to help reduce polarization resistance which leads to

improved electrode performance [17,55].

The crystal structure of the deposited films was investi-

gated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) from the surface (Fig. 8). LSCF

and GDC phases were observed without any residual phases

or chemical interaction phases between LSCF and GDC. LSCF

peaks mostly overlapped with GDC peaks. Hence, distinct

peaks corresponding to LSCF were observed at 2q ¼ 22.5 and

41� which are clearly seen in Fig. 8. These results also agreed

well with the EDS results. For the sake of brevity, only one

sample is reported (Sample 4) and other samples showed no

significant difference compared with this one (i.e., no extra

secondary peaks or residual-only intensity difference was

observed). It is important to obtain exact stoichiometry due to

the fact that La1-xSrxCo1-yFeyO3-d perovskite can easily change

from orthorhombic to rhombohedral by simple slight change

in X value [55e58]. Some groups which employed ethanol and

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.02.194
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Fig. 7 e EDX analysis performed on samples with (a) coral (micro porous) surface coded “4” and (b) cracked (macro porous)

surface of sample coded “7” (b). Elemental composition of electro-sprayed samples in atomic % and weight % were

determined by semi-quantitative EDS analysis.

Fig. 8 e X-ray diffraction pattern of LSCF coated GDC

symmetrical cell specimen (Sample 4). CuKa radiation was

used in analysis. Peaks corresponding to LSCF and GDC

phases are marked by B and A, respectively.
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butyl carbitol solvent couple in precursor solution had

observed some undesired peaks in addition to LSCF [31,59]

while some others have not [42,60].

Two samples examined by EDX were chosen for electro-

chemical characterization tests due to their different micro-

structures. The Nyquist impedance plots of Samples 4 and 7

were measured at 700 �C in air, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). As

explained above, these two samples were chosen to point out

the effect of the type of coral microstructure with porous

structure and dense textures (with macro cracks). The corre-

sponding equivalent circuit model used for fitting measured

data is also included in the figure as inset. A negligible error

was present by using the equivalent circuits (c2 ~ 10�4). The

intercept of the impedance response at high frequency pre-

sented ohmic resistance and represented with “Rs” in the
equivalent circuit. This part was related with electrolyte

resistance and the reason of the slight difference between the

two samples was simply due to different thicknesses of the

electrolyte layerswhich is also observed in other studies of the

authors [51,52] as well as others [61,62]. Total polarization

resistance was measured with the sum of R1 and R2 which

was the size of impedance arc. However, as the coated sam-

ples were symmetrical, total polarization resistance was

divided by two to find each resistance value of cathode (also

denoted as area specific resistance or simply ASR). The results

indicated that the microstructural modification via ESD

technique successfully led to enhancement in electro-

chemical properties. Increasing the working distance, flow

rate and applied voltage generated cracked films. Nearly more

than two folds enhancement was obtained due to the coral

structure of Sample 4. ASR values of Samples 4 and 7 were

measured as 0.82 and 1.63 U cm2, respectively. Porous nature

of Sample 4 can be observed in Figs. 4b and 5a. This indicates

that plenty of room is available for O2 gas transport. Moreover,

triple phase boundaries (TPBs) where cathode, electrode and

gas phases meet are increased in coral microstructure. Even-

tually, ORR occurs over enlarged cathode surface and TPBs

which bring about a decrease in polarization resistance.

Therefore, reduced O2 ions can be transported to GDC via TPBs

and inside the bulk of LSCF [63]. Required steps and ORR

mechanisms in porous structures are explained further in

other studies of the authors [26]. Sample 7, on the other hand,

had large cracks which isolated the pieces due to macroscopic

porosities. Thus, active surface area and gas transport chan-

nels were compromised as manifested by the high-frequency

semi-circle contribution [64]. This caused an increase in the

polarization resistances.

Polarization resistance values (ASR) which were derived

from impedance spectroscopy measurements of Samples 4

and 7 (measured at 500e700 �C with 50 �C intervals) are

plotted against 1/T in Fig. 9 (b). Increasing some parameters

led to degradation of film quality and macro cracks formed.
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Fig. 9 e (a) Nyquist plots of EIS data for Sample 4 and 7

obtained at 700 �C. The equivalent circuit model used for fit

is shown as inset. Obtained impedance data and summit

frequencies are also included (b) Temperature dependence

of ASRpol (ASRelectrode) for the deposited films from Samples

4 and 7. The electrode polarization resistance data

obtained by other methods are also included for

comparison.
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Therefore, area specific resistance of coral micro-structured

sample was lower than the cracked sample in the tem-

perature range of 500e700 �C. For a better comparison,

studies involving conventionally formed LSCF methods like

screen printing [67], infiltration [26], spray pyrolysis [68],

PLD [69], RF magnetron sputtering [70], spin coating [71],

with two different ESD study [55,60] are also added to that

Fig. 9b. However, it is difficult to compare with the litera-

ture due to the different types of formation methods,

annealing temperature and even thickness [42,65]. Yet, the

lowest ever-measured ASR value in the literature of LSCF

cathode was obtained [60] via ESD method. Also, the same

group observed 80 times higher ASR value by using the

same method [55,60,66]. Therefore, there is still significant

room for development for this method to be investigated.

While the ASR values measured here are acceptable, the

ESD method with the new solvent couple proposed in this

study needs to be improved further to find the optimum

values.
Conclusions

Symmetrical LSCF electrode layers were successfully depos-

ited on a previously fired (1400 �C) dense GDC electrolyte

substrate by using polymeric precursor solution via low-cost

ESD technique. Results have indicated that ethylene glycol

and 2-butoxyethanol solvent couple may be used instead of

ethanol-butyl carbitol solvent couple due to their capability to

yield the exact stoichiometries without compromising the

electrochemical properties. In this work, effects of main fac-

tors like the substrate temperature, applied voltage, flow rate,

working distance and deposition duration on coating layer

microstructure were studied. The results indicated that, a

cone jet essential for providing a good coating, was success-

fully formed at the tip of the nozzle. In order to form a film via

deposition, the substrate temperature must be over 350 �C for

good adhesion. Changes in ESD parameters were found to

have significant influence on the resulting morphology of the

coated layer. EDX results showed that proper stoichiometric

ratios of LSCF layer were kept after the spraying process. Be-

sides, XRD results proved that no undesirable phase was

formed during or after spraying. Impedance spectroscopy

analysis indicated that the formation of coral structured film

instead of cracked film caused a decrease in area specific

resistance values. Encouraging results were observed in EIS

measurements. These solvent couples need to be investigated

more deeply in the future for optimization.
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